In
In arou resto gene the k selec need units When networkreconfiguration process is finished, power system restoration then comes to load restoration process, in which serious power oscillation would happen because of unbalance of active power and reactive power. Generator's output power must be adjusted frequently to follow restoring load change, and it is sometimes very difficult for power grid operators. Therefore, some new measures should be taken to optimize black start process in order to control overvoltage and power oscillation. Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) has the ability of fast exchanging active and reactive power with power grid in all four quadrants. Because of the fact that superconducting magnet energy storage has unique advantages in power density and efficiency of energy conversion, it can be considered as a black start source [4] . So a new application of SMES in black start is proposed in this paper, and its unique advantages in black start are presented. Based on the control model of SMES, PSCAD/EMTDC simulations are carried out to verify its validity and flexibility in black start.
Advantages of SMES in black start

As black start units
Based on high-capacity magnetic storage ability and power conditioning system, SMES can be designed for black start capability and has fast response characteristics. After SMES's charging is completed, it can discharge and start power start large units only requiring battery. So it is acceptable to be taken as the black units with some advantages. First, SMES can offer faster start speed than hydropower units and gas turbines by power electronic components. Second, flexible start ability can be accessed by cooperated distributed SMES from different portions of power grid [5] , in which multipath black start is qualified as practical. Then, when power grid is on normal operation, SMES can provide other grid services, such as load smoothing and voltage sag compensation. And, SMES is more environment-friendly than gas turbines and diesel generator sets, and it is helpful to low carbon electricity.
Optimization of black start process
Main problems that involved in black start process are over-voltage when charging high-voltage transmission lines, the declination of voltage when starting asynchronous motor and the power oscillation in the process of load recovery. Based on the ability of four-quadrants operation, SMES can regulator both active power and reactive power with grid contemporarily [6] . So SMES can improve overvoltage suppression ability and stabilize terminal voltage of motor as a reactive power source. Also, SMES can damp power oscillation by following fast load change during the load restoration process.
SMES model and control strategy
Generally, a SMES unit consists of a superconducting coil, a refrigerating plant, a power conversion unit, a quench protection unit and a monitoring control system [7] . The SMES control scheme is based on a pulse width modulation (PWM) current source converter (CSC), making it able to control real power and reactive power rapidly and independently in all four quadrants. Fig.1 shows the power regulation of the SMES unit, including outside loop control and inner loop control. The difference between the two control schemes of SMES is outside loop control. As a black start unit, V/F converter control is used to ensure the stability of voltage and frequency, while SMES should use P/Q control to optimize the black start process. As shown in Fig.1(a) , Fig.1(b The voltage o d at that time. osen as the sta nd from 10.3K ecially in non As is shown i que after a cer uld enter the wer oscillation Fig.5(a) Fig.3(a) show controls, and atisfy the limi lts. Fig.3(b 
